
Lotus Lashes Policy for Clients 

 

-Clients need to be 16 or over to have any lash treatment 

-Lash extensions cannot be applied to pregnant ladies from 16 weeks, as recommended by my 

insurance company 

-First time clients please ensure you book a patch test prior to any lash extension treatment or lash 

tint at least 24 hours before a full appointment. Failure to do this will mean your treatment cannot 

go ahead so your full set appointment slot will be released for other clients to book. Patch tests are 

mandatory, free and take approx 15 mins. The test involves attaching lashes so please do not wear 

mascara to the appointment 

-Clients will be required to pay £20 deposit at the patch test consultation in order to secure a full 

lash appointment, this can be paid by cash or paypal transfer. This deposit is deducted from the cost 

of the full lash appointment. However, in the event of a NO Show or Late Cancellation for this 

appointment, the deposit is neither refundable nor transferable 

-Clients who book a patch test but who NO Show for the appointment will be required to paypal £20 

deposit before booking another Patch test consultation 

-Clients must notify Lotus Lashes as soon as possible if they wish to cancel a booked appointment. 

However, within 48 hours of the appointment is considered a Late Cancellation and 50% of the cost 

of the treatment will be added onto any future appointment.  

-Clients who book a lash appointment but are  NO Show will have 100% of the cost of the treatment 

added to any future appointment. 

-Lotus Lashes does not infill another salon’s work. If you have extensions on from another salon 

please book a removal appointment. This can be done immediately before any full lash 

appointment. Failure to do this means time taken to remove existing extensions eats into your 

appointment time which will not be extended. Also removing another salons extensions incur a £10 

fee. 

-Any problems with your lash extensions must be notified directly to Lotus Lashes by DM within 48 

hrs of your appointment  in order for the problem to be rectified. Out-with this time no action by 

Lotus Lashes is required unless at their discretion. Full aftercare instructions are given at end of each 

appointment so clients must assume responsibility for following these instructions correctly. 

-If you are unwell please inform your lash artist as soon as possible before your appointment. We 

need to protect other clients as well as ourselves so we may need to reschedule your appointment. 

Depending on the circumstances your booking fee may be refunded. 

-Please do not wear makeup to your appointment (including patch tests) Time taken to clean your 

lashes eats into your appointment time which will not be extended. Arrive early and use 

complementary  salon products to remove makeup before you appointment starts.  

-No children to your appointment please as this can be distracting for both you and your lash artist 

as well as other clients receiving treatment in the salon. Also, due to the space restrictions in the 

Salon please arrive unaccompanied unless absolutely necessary 



-Plan hair washing, spray tans, sunbeds etc around your appointment time as you will need to avoid 

heat, steam and any kind of moisture for the first 24 hrs after application. You will be given full 

aftercare instructions at your appointment. 

-If you feel you will arrive late for your appointment please DM Lotus Lashes asap. However, please 

be aware, If I am with another client I may not be able to read your message until the end of that 

clients appointment time. Please be aware being late for your appointment eats into your time slot 

which will not be extended unless at my discretion. 

-Any questions or communication regarding lash treatments please DM Isobel on lotuslashesglasgow 

on FB or Insta or email lotuslashesglasgow@outlook.com 

 

 


